Advantage Sports & Leisure synthetic grass tennis courts are made to
order with integrated line marking in kit format to reduce seaming. Our
products are designed to suit all abilities and needs from schools and
residential to high-use commercial tennis centres.
Our synthetic grass tennis courts are produced
from environmentally friendly yarns which are
heavy metal free, have the highest ultraviolet
protection available, and are made to handle the
harsh Australian environment.

Court Turf PE
Court Turf PE offers unsurpassed value for money
and is available in a range of colours. Court Turf
PE requires minimal maintenance and can be
installed over existing asphalt or concrete courts.
Court Turf PE is also suitable as a multisport
surface for schools and community centres and
has a 7 year manufacturer warranty.

Top 10 HP
Top 10 HP is a commercial grade tennis court
system suitable for club tennis. Top 10 HP is
constructed from heavy weight PE yarn which is
ideal for tropical and subtropical climates. Due to
its pile construction, Top 10 HP is heavily resistant
to crushing.
Top 10 HP has an 8 year manufacturer warranty.

ProBounce HP
ProBounce HP combines all the latest in-house
yarn technology including texturized monofilament
for superior aesthetics and reduced heat
generation.
ProBounce PE is an ITF-classified synthetic grass
tennis system suitable for high end residential to
multi-court club applications and has a 7 year
manufacturer warranty.
Note, all new sand filled surfaces require a settling
in period during which the sand compacts below
the top of the yarn blade and should be
maintained at that level for the life of the court.
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